**IDENTIFIER:** | **TITLE:**  
---|---  
PLIREF-AHTC | Advising high-technology companies  
CCGENVCA | Corporate counsels guide to environmental compliance and audits  
CCGENVPCT | Corporate counsels guide to environmental problems in corporate transactions  
BKRENVOB | Environmental obligations in bankruptcy (academic subscribers only to delete)  
PLIREF-EST | Estate planning and Chapter 14  
GATORTFORM | Georgia law of torts - forms  
GASETTELM | Georgia settlements law and strategies  
PLIREF-INSDTR | Insider trading  
JURYSELLAS | Jury selection: the law, art, and science of selecting a jury  
CA-LEP | Legal expert pages  
GSI | Security interests in personal property  
ANWCCR | White-collar crime reporte  
ANSLB | Andrews litigation reporter : Software law bulletin  
IGC | International government contractor  
LLOYDS-RPTS | Lloyd's law reports  
ANWCCR | Westlaw journal : White-collar crime  
ANMEDMALR | West's medical malpractice law report  
ABAJLEL | ABA journal of labor & employment law  
JAMAR | Journal of American arbitration  
WAMREP | World arbitration and mediation report  
NYDOH-ARB | New York Department of Health Administrative Review Board  
UKCB-PALMERS | United Kingdom corporate business - Palmer's company law  
OHCCJ | Ohio construction and code journal  
UKCB-PMR-FORMS | United Kingdom corporate business - Palmer's company law forms  
UKCB-FORMS | United Kingdom corporate business forms